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Hello again to everyone! This week we leave all things techie behind and we're going to have some fun. Android phones are great portable media games - we just have to get used to another way of coding and synchronizing our media. While there are many ways to do this, we're going to focus on two that use free tools to make the most of your Android
multimedia experience. So put the bell ringer on silent, send the kids to play in the yard and read along after the break. I mentioned that we're going to go to two different methods here, so first let's talk about doubleTwist. Like many of you, I was skeptical about the whole style of iTunes media sync on my Android phone. Boy am I glad I decided to try
doubleTwist anyway. While I haven't delved very deeply into synchronizing my music and photos with it, the way it encodes and syncs the video on the fly is great. If you're like me and just want to enjoy the movie every now and then on your phone, let the doubleTwist handle things and you won't be disappointed. If you videophile do not be afraid - we have
you covered a little later. Starting with doubleTwistFirst order business is to download and install doubleTwist. Get your computer over your head to doubleTwist.com and grab it. Be sure to watch the video step-by-step guide and read a bit about the app while you're there. Once you've set up open it and customize yourself with a free account.signing for
doubleTwistWhen you have it all set up, go ahead and connect your phone to your computer and install it in mass storage mode. Choose a video from the library in the left window glass of the doubleTwist. Yes, it looks familiar ;). The right glass will show what kind of video the doubleTwist found on your computer. Protip - you can set which folders are
included in your library in the doubleTwist menu bar library - add folders if it hasn't found them at launch. To add one video to the video library, you can just drag it. In the picture below, I'm dragging a DVD rip 2012, so I can add it to my phone to watch the next time I wait for my wife to buy shoes and wallets in the mall :)drag video file in the doubleTwist
windowNext highlight and right click on the video you just dragged (dragged? drugs?) and choose to add it to. If you've just installed a doubleTwist you probably don't have a playlist setting, so you can also create one right from the menu list. I told you it was going to be easy. I also moved the Clash of the Titans trailer and the neat wildlife video that comes
with Windows 7 over and added them to your playlist. You can add as many things as you like, just About storing space on your SD card.adding video in playlistNow, if you look back at the left glass doubleTwist box, you'll see the entry line for your phone. Phone. it, and choose the Video tab on the right glass doubleTwist box. Look at the screenshot below
for more information. setting up a playlist to sync at the moment, I'm sure many are wondering why I'm going through this when I could just drag and drop files into mass storage mode. Well, that's where the genius of doubleTwist comes into play. The 2012 File I drug more divx ripped out of the mailbox version of the DVD in high quality. It won't play on my
phone as it is. But the doubleTwist knows this, and knows how to fix it. It receives information from my phone to identify it, and automatically encodes video to play on my device during the synchronization process. Yes, just like iTun... err what the other platform does. Just quickly press the sync button and then relax or go grab a cup of your favorite drink and
let the doubleTwist work is magic. synchronization in the process. Don't turn off your phone! When it's finished, you can get into the video line recording under the device and see that it's handed over more, ready to play on your device.synced files on your phoneThe result? Video optimized for playback on your particular device, at a pretty good quality.2012
on HTC HeroHigh quality video codingThere of us will be more than happy with the video doubleTwist encodes and syncs with our phones, but I know some people will want to push the boundaries and would like to encode their videos at a higher quality. Although it's nowhere near as easy as using doubleTwist, Handbrake will do exactly what you want.
Apple TV peeps probably know all about Handbrake. For the rest of us, it's part of the cross-platform software that makes video conversion, and it's really flexible with its output settings. You can find Handbrake here, it's also a free download. We love for free. After loading and installing Handbrake, open it so we can set up a few settings. The first thing we
want to do is set up a folder to save our videos. Also, at this stage we want to make sure that the files are configured to be retained as .mp4 files. Open the Handbrake options window from the program menu bar. The picture below shows the things we want to specifi.setting the output pathClick viewing button and tell Handbrake where to save coded movies,
and be sure to stop the window that indicates that the files will be stored in iTunes format. Next, hover Handbrake on the file you want to transcode. See the image below.Installing a video sourceJust view the file you want to convert and select it. Then there is the important part. You will need to set up the output resolution of the file. On the right side of the
Handbrake window Apple -&gt; iPod. If the original file has a higher resolution of the phone, set Shire to match the resolution of the phone's screen. Click on the Keep Aspect Ratio box and erase anything in height: the field. The handbrake will be and scale the video much better than your phone would, so doing it here makes a big difference in playback. Look
below to see exactly where and what I'm talking about.setting output resolutionIf the original file is smaller than the screen resolution, you can set it higher, but it's not necessary. This also leads to a larger file size, so I suggest leaving it alone if it's not too big. If the original DVD file or BluRay drive, you'll have to be careful about file sizes. In the image below
we see where we can set the maximum output size for the encoded video. If you're encoding a drive or a huge file, be sure to set a target size (MB): at a number less than 2 gigabytes. If it's a file you've made yourself, or downloaded from the Internet, just set Avg Bitrate to a number of less than 1000. If the number is less than 1000 to start with, ignore
it.setting the output of the sizeOne file the last thing to do before we certify it, unhindered by the 5th generation iPod box. I'm not 100 percent sure it does, but leaving it checked left me with files that don't play - so don't stop it if you don't know the good reason to leave it checked :)check the 5th generation iPod boxNext, get it started by clicking the Start button
at the top Bar Icon Handbrake. In a second or so, the team window will appear with the progress of your work. Don't close it. In case you've never done any transcoding videos, be prepared for looooooong wait.the Handbrake command box When it's finished, plug your phone and copy over the coded file and enjoy the high quality video on Superphone.2012
from Handbrake on HTC HeroA a few notes here - Handbrake is a resource hog. He does a good job but needs computer hardware to back him back. It's not something you'll do on most laptops, and don't even think about using a netbook. If Handbrake shuts down before it's finished, hit Handbrake forums for some tips to get it running a little smoother. this
is one of those rare cases where Linux and Mac guys are better than Windows users. Handbrake, like many other media editing software titles works better on non-Windows machines. Until next week! Jerry Source: Android Central Best Video Game Consoles Android Central 2020 there are many game consoles on the market, even between the big three
companies like Sony, Microsoft and Nintendo. Some are better suited for specific purposes than others, whether you want on-the-go games or a system that delivers the best graphics possible. Because of its versatility and affordable price, Nintendo Switch is easily our top recommendation. Those who want to spend More for more premium features can be
viewed on PS4 and Xbox One. Nintendo Switch is trying to give you the best of both worlds - shape, and function - and succeed for the most part. It is, of course, of course as powerful as the competition is, but it still has enough power to run most AAA games today, an aspect that more third-party developers are taking note of. Now you can play games like
Skyrim and The Witcher 3 on the machine, which also runs Pokemon, Super Mario, and Animal Crossing. Impressive. Not only can you take the game like DOOM on the go, but you can also play the main Pokemon game on your television. Players aren't tied to the TV anymore, either. Nintendo Switch systems can be delivered anywhere because they are
also portable. This makes it the perfect party console because everyone can bring their own and have fun together. It's lightweight, portable, and can even fit in your pocket if you have big pockets. Where Nintendo Switch lacks its online capabilities. Yes, this premium online subscription service is much less competitive than, but that's because it's inferior to
the service. Online gameplay just isn't as good on a Nintendo Switch as it is xbox or PlayStation. In addition, many people have found Joy-Con drift to be a problem, that is, even if you do not move the Joy-Con joystick, it will register in the game as if you are. Doesn't quite contribute to perfect accuracy. Portable exclusive games NES and SNES digital stores
Dock mode for television Proper third-party support Is capable of 1080p resolution when docking performance and online gameplay inferior to PlayStation and Xbox Joy-Con Drift Not much internal storage (32GB) Often from the stock featured from both worlds Nintendo Switch is ideal for almost those who play video games, whether casual or serious.
Source: Android Central Xbox One X is by far the most powerful console on the market. It has six teraflops of computing power, making games run faster and look better than any other console before. If you're looking for a console with better performance, don't look any further because you won't beat the Xbox One X. It doesn't always offer 4K and 60FPS
resolution at the same time, but you'll have plenty of games offering a choice between either. Microsoft also ensures that Xbox is the best place to play, creating a hospitable gaming ecosystem. Xbox Game Pass is a monthly subscription service that gives players access to hundreds of games in a rotating catalog like Netflix. But these games are downloaded
directly to the console rather than streaming, making performance and reliability that much better. This only complements the console's backward compatibility, allowing people to still play their old Xbox 360 games - provided the games support such features. What some people consider bread and butter every game console, its exclusive games are usually
perhaps inferior to Microsoft. The company just doesn't have known exclusive franchises like The Last of Us, God of War, Uncharted, and Horizon zero dawn. It's This. has Gears of War, Halo, and Forza, but many have either found those who grew up callous or believe they can't compete with the likes of what Sony has to offer. Microsoft invests more in the
first batch of titles, but Rome was not built in the day. Microsoft has recently acquired zeiniMax Media, though, and now owns studios like Bethesda, Arkane, Tango Gameworks, ID software, and more. Famous series such as Fallout and The Elder Scrolls - even the upcoming Starfield - may well be Xbox exclusive when they launch. Best Graphics and
Performance (4K and 60FPS) Xbox Game Pass Xbox One reverse compatibility Xbox Live and games with Golden Inner Power Supply Expensive Exclusives catalog lacks a lot of energy in a small Xbox One X package providing the best gaming experience on consoles, hands down. Source: Sony's Android Central is known for its top line of exclusives.
PlayStation is the only place to play masterpieces like The Last of Us and God of War, not to mention upcoming games like The Last of Us Part II and Death Stranding. The quality of Sony's portfolio is almost unbeatable - at least for now - and some of these games are definitely worth buying the console alone. PlayStation is also the only console offering
proper VR support, and PSVR works best with the Pro. There are certainly some aspects that keep it from being amazing, like all wires. But other consoles just can't compete when they don't even have a special VR headset - and no, Nintendo Labo VR doesn't count. As good as the PlayStation 4 Pro, it lags behind Xbox in terms of features and power. It can
offer 4K and 60FPS games, only less frequently. And it doesn't have any backward compatibility, nor the service to truly rival the Xbox Game Pass, as much as PlayStation Now can try. The best exclusive games Excellent graphics and performance (4K and 60FPS) cheaper than the Xbox One X Virtual Reality support is less powerful than the Xbox One X
No reverse compatibility Emmy-worthy video games If you want the industry's most excellent exclusives, the PlayStation 4 Pro is the way to go. Source: Android Central PS4 Slim is what you get when you want Sony exclusive games, but don't want to pay extra money for better performance. The standard PS4 gets the job done admirably and still provides a
significant gaming experience at 1080p and 30FPS, which is good enough for most consumers. It also has its own dedicated virtual reality headset, which is something Xbox can't tell. There is something to love and not to hate. Its most significant flaws are that it's not as strong as the PS4 Pro or Xbox One X, and it's not portable like the Nintendo Switch,
which given its character as a home game console. Virtual Reality Support Best Exclusives Cheaper Than Xbox One Not As Powerful as the PS4 Pro Great for Beginners The Perfect Entry Point for Anyone Want to get into console games without wasting your arm and leg. Source: Android Central When Xbox One first launched it was criticized for being
bulky, heavy, and under-powered. Xbox One S fixed this. It doesn't jump and the boundaries are more powerful, but it has a slight performance boost over its older brother. What makes it better is its design. This is no longer a bulky VCR with an external power brick. Now everything is internal and it is a much more attractive machine to keep on your
entertainment stand. Again, like the Xbox One X, don't go look for the best exclusives here. Some people swear by what microsoft offers, but by and large, most people agree that Sony is where it is when it comes to exclusive games. The good graphics and performance of the Xbox Game Pass Xbox One backward compatibility Xbox Live and games with
gold less powerful than the PS4 Lack in the famous exclusives complete with Xbox One S games corrects past mistakes and makes for a beautiful home console. Source: Android Central Nintendo Switch Lite is actually Nintendo's last portable device after 3DS. It's no longer compatible with TVs like his counterpart, but his focus on portability shaves a
significant amount of money from his price point, and he doesn't sacrifice any of the games you love. All Nintendo Switch games can be played on Nintendo Switch Lite; Sometimes you may need to buy some extra accessories, however. A smaller screen size may disable some people from buying it, but it's also a selling point for others. If you were happy
with the Nintendo 3DS and what this system has to offer, you'll be more than happy with the Nintendo Switch Lite. It also has a longer battery life and a proper D-pad, and you can't go wrong with that. Available Nintendo Exclusives Longer Battery Life Proper D-Pad Multiple Colors Can't Connect to a TV Smaller Screen than a Conventional Switch only
capable of 720p resolution Always on the Go Nintendo Switch Lite to sweat with television compatibility and focuses solely on portability without sacrificing gaming. Source: Android Central Nintendo knew there was a market for classic mini consoles, and it cashed in with the SNES Classic. This is an affordable way for people to play games otherwise
unavailable to them or just a great way for older people to re-experience the games they loved as children. He may only come with 20 games, but one of them has never previously released Star Fox 2. Since this console has been so popular and Nintendo doesn't continue to produce them, you'll probably have to settle for a used or refurbished SNES
Classic. If you want a new one, don't be surprised if the asking price is much higher than it originally sold. available CONNECTIONS to television through HDMI Classic exclusives including unreleased Star Fox 2 must be used or pay exorbitant exorbitant Only 20 games Never before released SNES Classic games delivers the nostalgia you want complete
with an unreleased game that you've never had the opportunity to play before. Source: Nintendo/Pixabay Here's a nostalgia kick for everyone. Nintendo has decided to re-release NES as the NES Classic, a mini version of the beloved system that kickstarts home console games. Now you can play your favorite children's games on modern television through
HDMI, and it comes packed with some extra special features such as the ability to rewind your gameplay. You should be satisfied with only 30 games included, however. What's more, Nintendo didn't make a large number, and given how popular the NES Classic was, it quickly sold out at most retailers. You are looking to pick it up used or at some
astronomical price otherwise. Small Affordable comes with classics like Super Mario Bros. and Legend of zelda to be used or pay ridiculous prices Only 30 Games Legend returns one of your favorite childhood consoles is now compatible with modern TVs and packed with 30 games. You can't go wrong with the Nintendo Switch. There's a reason it's one of
Nintendo's most effective consoles. It finally has proper third-party support and is the perfect hybrid console when you want to relax on the couch and play on television or unsorth effective it and take it on a car ride. When you factor in its stellar line of exclusives and digital SNES and NES stores, picking up a Nintendo Switch is a no-brainer. If you want the
best graphics possible without splurging on a special gaming computer, you want the Xbox One X. This is the most priciest console available, but that's because it provides a powerful product. Staying ahead of the curve in terms of performance is not cheap. For those looking for the best games, especially single-game games, pick up the PlayStation 4 Pro.
Your taste in games may be subjective, but most people would agree that Sony offers some Emmy-worthy adventures in various genres. You are sure to find what you like, whether during the post-apocalypse or in the otherworldly kingdom as a whole. Credits - The team that worked on this guide Jennifer Locke has been playing video games almost all her
life, starting all the way back with NES and now primarily games on ps4 Pro, Xbox One X, and Nintendo Switch. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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